Coupling Majorana fermion excitations to coherent external fields is an important stage towards their manipulation and detection. We analyse the charge and transmon regimes of a topological nano-wire embedded within a Cooper-Pair-Box, where the superconducting phase difference is coupled to the zero energy parity states that arise from Majorana quasi-particles. We show that at special gate bias points, the photon-qubit coupling can be switched off via quantum interference, and in other points it is exponentially dependent on the control parameter EJ /EC . As well as a probe for topological-superconductor excitations, we propose that this type of device could be used to realise a tunable high coherence four-level system in the superconducting circuits architecture.
Introduction.-Photons are used to control and measure qubits in a diverse range of qubit systems from natural atoms to semiconducting and superconducting solid-state architectures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The properties of solidstate qubits and resonators and coupling to photons can be engineered to some degree by design and this enables the combination of several different subsystems to form hybrid devices that take advantage of their relative strengths [9, 10] . In turn, this leads to new methods of probing physical systems and, where highly quantum coherent subsystems are involved, to establishing control over their quantum variables.
This approach is of particular interest in the context of topological Josephson junctions, where theoretical predictions [11] [12] [13] supported by experimental progress [14, 15] indicate the presence of the highly sought-after Majorana zero-energy modes [16, 17] localized on the wire around its endpoints. To probe these excitations with microwave photons requires a hybrid device formed by bridging a Josephson junction using a suitably prepared nanowire. The minimal quantum description of the device involves an effective parity fermion degree of freedom, that arises from the Majorana quasiparticles on the wire, and represents the parity of the total charge. This fermion is coupled to the phase and charge degrees of freedom of the superconducting circuit. Anticipating experimental progress in these directions, a central question that needs to be addressed is what is the unique spectroscopic signature of the charge-neutral Majorana zero modes in such devices? Also, can one establish control over the parity fermion, demonstrating its relevance for quantum information processing?
To answer these questions, in this Letter we explore the properties of a Majorana-Cooper-Pair-Box parity-charge qubit hybrid in the charge [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and transmon [24] regimes. We find two key differences when compared with the traditional Cooper-Pair-Box. First, a remarkable spectroscopic pattern consisting of two to four resonant frequencies whose number and intensities are tunable via a gate offset n g (see Fig. 1 ); the pattern is very different from the traditional transmon that admits exactly two resonant frequencies with non-tunable intensities. Second, an excitation spectrum consisting of multiple doublets inherited from the fermion parity states (see Fig. 2c ), whose lowest four levels can be used to form a double-Λ system with a highly coherent almost degenerate doublet ground state. In the rest of this Letter we Fig. 2b ). The upper (A) and lower (C) lines are associated with the usual transmon frequencies while the central lines (B) describe parity mixing effects and are a unique feature of the Majorana modes. At ng = 1/4 the transition amplitudes in each parity manifold interfere destructively and this gives rise to a 'spectral hole' in transition (A,C). In contrast to the traditional transmon, all spectral lines are gate tunable, and the pattern can be shifted between 4 (left) and 2 (center) resonant frequencies. The frequencies are plotted relative to the average and in units of the line width κ/2π = 50KHz, taking EC /2π = 400MHz, EJ /EC = 27 and EM /2π = 0.5MHz. shall refer to this ground state doublet as the "MajoranaTransmon qubit". The combination of these properties allows: (i) Spectroscopic detection of the parity fermion strengthening currently available transport signatures of Majorana fermions in a setting that avoids complications stemming from the need to attach leads; and, (ii), coherent and tunable control over the parity fermion made possible by the highly anharmonic level structure and the tunability of transitions. As we now explain, the coupling strengths for the different transitions are determined by a quantum interference effect that arises from the presence of the coherently mixed parity fermions and reveal their presence. In particular, the parity-conserving-like transitions (green), see Fig. 2b , can be tuned to exactly zero by the gate offset n g or exponentially suppressed by varying the ratio E J /E C (Fig. 3b-d) . Such tunable control allows state manipulation of the Majorana-Transmon qubit via the upper levels. These properties are highly desirable for quantum information processing in the superconducting qubit architecture which is currently based on a very weakly anharmonic level structure that limits the speed and fidelity of gate operations.
Proposed setup and description of the effective model.-The proposed hybrid device contains a nanowire which is placed in proximity to the Josephson junction of a Cooper-Pair-Box (CPB) (see Fig. 2 ), the latter being a prototypical charge qubit (realized as either a 2D or 3D transmon). A combination of strong spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman gap can be used to push the wire into its topological state, provided that the chemical potential is tuned within the wire's gap. In this phase, Majorana zero modes with operators γ 2 and γ 3 are localized near the junction. Two additional distant Majorana modes are present within the superconductors, γ 1 and γ 4 (see Fig. 2a ). The operators satisfy γ † i = γ i and {γ i , γ j } = δ ij . The properties of the device are determined by the interplay of the Josephson coupling E J , the charging energy E C , the coupling E M between the Majorana excitations and the superconducting phase difference ϕ [21, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The Hamiltonian for the hybrid junction is H = H 0 + H M where
Here n g describes the total offset charge that represents an external electrostatic gate control. The anomalous term H M is generated by coherent single-electron tunnelling processes between the two superconductors facilitated by the presence of the zero-energy Majorana modes. Its presence was predicted to lead to observable effects [22, 25, 26, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , of which some experimental signatures were recently observed [35] . In our context, it allows coherent Rabi oscillations of unpaired electrons. We focus on the Majorana-Transmon (MT) regime, which we define as E M E C E J , where the influence of charge noise is exponentially suppressed, and explore the dependence of the eigen-states and eigenenergies spectrum on n g . When E M is non-zero, we find a spectrum that is composed of closely spaced doublets of transmon-like energy levels with a periodicity of e compared to 2e for the transmon. The microwave photons couple to the charge operator and we find that even when E M /E C 1 the charge matrix element i|n|j that couples to the photon field is strongly dependent on n g and E J /E C for the allowed GHz-range transitions since the bare states of the system become strongly hybridized. For completeness, we would like to mention other scenarios that were recently discussed in the literature: the E M = 0 and E M = E C = 0 limits in [36, 37] ; the flux qubit in [38] ; circuit QED extensions in [39, 40] ; and, photon-induced long-distance Majorana coupling in [41] . In contrast, the present work offers an effective model capturing the multi-level spectrum of the charge-qubit device. Due to a particular set of useful features that we now elaborate on, this minimal scenario may also have considerable appeal as an alternative to transport based experiments.
Solution of the effective model.-In the topological phase, the nano-wire excitations carry a single zero energy fermion state on either side of the junction, whose occupation becomes locked to the parity of the fermion number on the same side [21, 23, 42] . By projecting on the states labelled by these fermion numbers, and focusing on a single total parity state, the Hamiltonian acquires a matrix structure
which we now diagonalize by solving the eigenvalue equation Hχ = Eχ where χ = (f (ϕ), g(ϕ)) T . A crucial point is that one should take into account the requirement on the Hilbert space that f (ϕ) is periodic in ϕ with a periodicity 2π, while g(ϕ) is anti-periodic. Alternatively one can use a basis composed of solely periodic functions, but the Hamiltonian gets modified according to
The eigen-energies of this Hamiltonian were calculated numerically employing charge eigenstates and are presented in Fig. S1 as function of n g . Further insight into the effect of the coupling H M on the system can be gained from diagonalising the Hamiltonian in the basis of the transmon eigenfunctions [24] which will be denoted as Ψ k (n g , ϕ) and which diagonalise H 0 [n g ] and H 0 [n g + 1/2], respectively. In this basis H can be shown to be approximately 2 × 2 blockdiagonal since H M mostly couples the same band pairs {Ψ k (n g , ϕ), Ψ k (n g + 1/2, ϕ)}. This coupling results in an energy splitting of the order E M developing around n g = 1/4 (see Fig. S1b ). Importantly, the periodicity of the energy levels is halved, and this will affect the behavior of the system with respect to tunneling of nonequilibrium quasi-particles. Further, in the transmon regime E J /E C 1 the dispersion of the transmon levels is exponentially suppressed such that the E M dominates the spectral gap and flattens it further, see Fig. S1(c-d) , and hence improving its famous resilience against dephasing caused by charge fluctuations.
Light-matter interaction.-Electromagnetic fields influence the dynamics of the MT by coupling via the dipole operator, given by D = ide∂ ϕ , where d is the distance between the two superconductors. In the transformed basis D = U DU † the dipole operator acquires the form
The parity-phase correlation has important consequences for the microwave and RF coupling between the states. The matrix elements of the dipole operator
where π, π = ±, yields the coherent sum of two matrix elements resulting from the different fermion parities. Thus, the transition amplitude between states of same or different π, π is given by the coherent addition of the matrix elements (see Fig. 2b ). Usually, the integrals need to be evaluated numerically, but some observations can be made on general grounds. At the degeneracy point n g = 1/4 the parity-spinor amplitudes have equal weight of uncoupled MT components and the matrix elements for the transitions |0; π → |1; π become
where the relative sign ± depends on the choice of pair of states. At this degeneracy point, for the transition corresponding to (−), a full destructive interference between the dipole matrix elements [43] takes place. As we move away from the special point n g = 1/4 the amplitudes change and the dipole coupling returns to a finite value on a scale that depends on E M , see Fig. 3 . In contrast, the 'intra-band' dipole coupling G k,π→k,π can be shown to be relatively small for all value of n g . As n g is varied it should be possible to see the different transitions lines of Fig. 2(b) appear and disappear as their transition rates vary. This spectroscopic pattern depends on the Majorana coupling E M and the latter may be estimated from it. The sensitivity of the dipole coupling to parameters also extends to an exponential dependence on the ratio of E J /E C since the latter controls the relative effectiveness of the hybridization due to H M . A strong on-off control of the coupling, see Fig. 3 (b) could be achieved with a split-CPB, albeit here with a qualitatively different behavior from a recent implementation that is based on circuit QED architecture [44] .
Qubit realization and control.-A device that realises this Hamiltonian could have substantial advantages for quantum information processing. In addition to the gate tunability of the direct microwave coupling between transmon qubit states, the two lowest MT states form a parity-energy doublet, see Fig. 2(b) , which constitutes a highly anharmonic MT qubit. The high anharmonicity is considered a benefit for qubit state manipulation as it reduces the probability of higher states being excited and shortens the duration of control pulses. The two almost degenerate ground states can be regarded as part of a Λ type system and thus optically manipulated via transitions involving the higher doublet states. The doublet states can be described as spinors in the odd-even parity space |k, ± = (f k,± , g k,± )
T where k = 0, 1 denotes the transmon band index and ± denotes symmetric and antisymmetric combinations. Due to the interaction H M the effective parity and phase (ϕ) degrees of freedom become correlated, showing equal weight hybridization close to the crossing point n g = 1/4, i.e. |f | 2 −|g| 2 = 0 ( σ z = 0). Close to this point the resulting spinor nature of the wave function can be depicted by taking the partial trace in the pseudospin space ( σ x , σ y , σ z ) ϕ,± = Tr(ρ k,± (ϕ) σ), see Fig. 3(a) . The ϕ-dependent spinor lies on the equator of the Bloch sphere due to the equal weighting. It points predominantly in the σ x direction since the parity of the transmon wave functions with respect to ϕ yields real matrix elements for H M . The sensitivity of the states to the parameter n g leads to adiabatic control, which by tuning n g from 0 to 1/2 will take a system prepared for example in a state pointing predominantly in the |k; 0, 0 direction to a state close to |k; 1, 1 . Microscopically, this involves splitting a Cooper-pair adiabatically between the two sides of the junction. For intermediate values the system maintains a coherent superposition of these two parity states.
Alternative scenarios.-Microscopic two level systems (TLS) that interact with the charge qubit generally give rise to spurious spectroscopic signatures. However, these can be differentiated from the case of Majorana fermions.
In the case of a TLS that is resonantly coupled to the transmon there is only one ground state and therefore only two spectroscopic transitions to the one-excitation manifold. Correspondingly, there are only two transition frequencies that can be observed compared to up to four in the Majorana case. In contrast, if the TLS is close to degenerate in energy, the full system may possess a similar spectrum of two doublets. However, the crucial difference arises from the absence of direct coupling between the two quasi-degenerate ground states, in contrast to the case of Majorana fermions. This strongly suppresses any additional features in the spectroscopic pattern. Another possible scenario is a single electron state trapped within the oxide barrier, with a typical energy E 0 , that can exchange electrons with the two superconductors. Again, the phenomenology is very different since there will always be an extra energetic cost associated with an unpaired electron within the superconductors, leading to a very high energy scale E 0 + ∆ in which such processes appear in the spectroscopic pattern (here ∆ is the superconductor gap). Generally speaking, independently of the competing microscopic scenario, the Majorana fermions always satisfy: (i) the periodicity of the spectrum is coherently halved compared to the regular transmon owing to a rigidity in the relative shift n g → n g + 1/2 of the two levels that hybridize to form the doublet; and, (ii), the spectroscopic signatures do not depend on the particular realization of randomly occurring TLSs in the oxide.
To conclude, we have presented an analysis of a Majorana-Transmon qubit hamiltonian and discussed its unique spectroscopic signatures. It was shown that since the parity and transmon states are entangled, the dipole transitions become strongly dependent on the system parameters n g and E J /E C . The energy scale E M controlling the Majorana coupling can be extracted from the spectroscopic pattern as discussed above. Such spectroscopic signatures of the Majorana fermions can be differentiated from dominant impurity scenarios in the oxide barrier. We believe that these results will play an important role in the analysis of experiments which involve the embedding of topological superconductors within the superconducting qubit architecture. In addition, the set of optical selection rules that we find support the realisation of a dual-Λ system (see Fig. 2 ) with dipole allowed transitions to the higher transmon-like states of the system which can be externally controlled. This enables the preparation and manipulation of quantum states using transitions through the upper levels.
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(γ 3 − iγ 4 ) and similarly Γ † 1 , Γ † 2 through hermitian conjugation. This set of operators satisfies the canonical anti-commutation relations for fermions, {Γ i , Γ † j } = δ ij . In addition we introduce a number operator for each superconductor which we denote byn i (i = 1, 2), which counts the number of Cooper pairs in units of 1, and which is conjugate to the superconducting phase ϕ i , [n i , ϕ i ] = −i. Importantly, in topological superconductorsn i can assume both integer and half-integer eigenvalues. The latter are associated with the presence of an unpaired electron, counted as half a Cooper pair.
We initialize the system by considering, in the absence of tunneling across the junction, a definite parity of the electron number within each superconductor. The occupation of the Dirac zero mode N i = Γ † i Γ i is thus set by the parity of the electron number, N i = 2n i (mod 2). Let us denote the initial state of the two Dirac zero modes within one doublet by |N 1 , N 2 . For simplicity we also assume that initially n 1 = n 2 (different choices lead to slightly different formulations but the physical results remain the same up to an overall shift of the gate charge).
Next we turn on the couplings E M and E J associated with single-electron tunneling and Cooper-pair tunneling respectively. We construct basis states for the even and odd parity sectors and relative number of Cooper pairŝ n = 1 2 (n 1 −n 2 )
whereN i = 1 − N i and ϕ = ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 is the relative phase satisfying [n, ϕ] = −i. The first (second) set of wave functions is periodic (anti-periodic) under a change of ϕ by 2π. The Cooper-pair tunneling operator modifies the eigenvalue ofn by ±1, hence only couples states internally within the two subspaces (S1) and (S2). In contrast, the single-electron tunneling operator intermixes the two subspaces. To model the latter we introduce electron raising and lowering operators e ±iϕi/2 satifying [n i , e ±iϕi/2 ] = ± 1 2 e ±iϕi/2 . These operators are doublevalued as they change sign when ϕ i → ϕ i +2π and need to be matched with the Majorana zero mode operator which also changes sign, leading to admissible operators (the spectrum is necessarily 2π periodic although some parity constrained states may exhibit 4π periodicity [11] N 2 ↔ |N 1 ,N 2 . In addition, the phase dependent part of the electron tunneling operator ensures that the eigenvalue ofn changes by ±1/2. Hence states of the form (S1) can only couple to states of the form (S2).
By projecting on the orthogonal states |N 1 , N 2 and |N 1 ,N 2 the Hamiltonian acquires a matrix structure, see Eq. 2, or in the alternative basis discussed in the main text, Eq. 3. 
